and mass balance. When put together, though, we are shown that the length of glaciers has steadily decreased since about 1850. We have a much briefer record of Arctic ice extent, which has almost halved in area in just 35 years. The most important ice in the north is on Greenland, and has a volume of 2.9 million cubic km (equivalent to more than 7 m of sea level). Greenland has been repeatedly colonized by people over thousands of years and has been a key area for learning about mass balance -accumulation versus ablation. Staggeringly, this land mass is estimated to accumulate more than 500 billion tons of snow each year. 300 billion tons of melt water flow out in rivers and 235 billion tons of icebergs calve off from its glaciers. Melting snow and ice from Greenland now contribute to nearly 1 mm of sea level rise every year. If reading about Greenland gives an impression of intense complexity of types and geography of net accumulation versus ablation, it later becomes clear that around Antarctica it is much more so -with areas of ice sheet extending out as floating ice shelves the size of some countries.
The detective story of uncovering the historical records stored in ice arguably began with Louis Agassiz trying to convince geologists that ice had once covered a much greater proportion of the planet than at the current time. Gradually, our ideas have evolved through advances in geology, as well as in other disciplines, including astronomy, mathematics, meteorology, oceanography and glaciology. We are taken from the time of 'Snowball Earth' more than 600 mya to the Hoggar Mountains in the Sahara where you can look back to an Ordovician glaciation 450 mya. Of course, of most relevance to ice as a historical spy is the sequence of recent glaciations in the last few million years. The authors describe a "very beautiful story" that "deserves to be told" of how air bubbles are trapped and ultimately the molecules are "imprisoned inside the ice matrix." Across the last two centuries scientists introduced the concept that some of the solar heat reflected from Earth was reflected back again by the atmosphere. As the action moved from lecture to lecture, country to country and across disciplines, we learn how Svante Arrhenius realized that the composition of gases in the atmosphere changed how much heat this trapped. We have been spied upon. We still are, but Jouzel, Lorius and Raynaud's book The White Planet uncovers the spies, and from their interrogation tell us what we now know and are still learning as a result of this intelligence gathering. In most good fiction, spies usually reveal amazing tales with some uncomfortable truths, and these factual spies do likewise. It turns out detailed information about our past is almost everywhere, in sediments, in organisms -but most of all in snow and ice. In turning the white pages, we learn how and why that information got into the ice, how to interpret it and what it means. A planetary past very different from that we see around us now is revealed -a highly dynamic one with white tentacles of the polar regions stretching out and retreating, massive changes in sea level and changing coastlines. The most powerful pieces of this giant puzzle are those that help us project and predict what is most likely to happen in our near future -and, of course, aid us to make decisions that might make this near future more comfortable, or not. In uncovering the spying of ice, there were casualties -not just the famous polar explorers, but also frozen mountain guides and a 5,000 year old Bronze-Age man that gave clues into flow, pressure and plasticity of what had previously been thought of as just 'solid'.
To many readers, the closest experience to the dynamism of ice and our planet is the change in the position in the edge of glaciers. The book brings together studies of just how differently neighboring glaciers can behave; how size, shape and position can greatly alter their behavior, length
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the 'greenhouse effect' predated the complex models and political debate that was still making evening news and still being denied by world leaders just a decade ago. As a scientist, I find the chapter on the scientific campaigns compelling and can identify with the many problems encountered and the time and collective brainstorming required to solve them. There can be few collaborations that have been so genuinely multinational in effort and interpretation as the Antarctic ice sheet drilling projects. Since the discovery of fossils and H.G. Wells's Time Machine, one of the greatest day dreams and sources of science fiction has been time travel. Ice cores have enabled us to look back in time to a level of detail that could not have been imagined a century ago. As with fossils, this window into the past not only requires great skill and collaboration to interpret, but also has revealed conditions hugely different from now. However, of even more interest is that, perhaps for the first time, these ice cores are enabling us to look forward through establishing connection between climate and greenhouse effect. Using the past to look forwards, the idea that our planet has stored a giant ice library of information is now even inspiring teenagers in school talks. Even since this superbly comprehensive book was compiled, there has been a steady stream of news about the mystery, failure and success of drilling projects trying to reach subglacial lakes by various major scientific projects. Polar exploration history should easily capture a wide range of imaginations, and 'climate change' together with the anthropogenic component of its causes and consequences is a topic that is now discussed by ordinary people across the world. However, it is a large, multifaceted and highly complex concept to come to grips with, where the devil is often in the detail. Thus, it is no mean task to tell this story to an intentionally wide audience, but the authors have clearly tried hard to engage the reader -from those who might pick it up on a coffee table to the expert. I suspect that some with it on their coffee tables might end up occasionally having to ask borrowers for it back! Each time the text delves necessarily into complexity the casual reader is saved by down-to-earth explanations, and breaking chapters into very manageable chunks to allow thought. A nice touch is the simple but elegant line drawings that somehow seem to be as strong an image as a striking photograph, but are stylized enough to set the mind conjuring up what we can't see of the scene. Neverthless, the amount of detailed knowledge is considerable and casual readers will need to put the book down and go for a walk to clear their heads, especially in the middle chapters.
Again, rescue is at hand as the reader heads into an intricate dissection of human influences, future climate and a genuinely riveting chapter on the forecasting of multiple consequences. The figures are staggering and would have been hard to imagine just a few decades ago, but then the human population of our planet has doubled in my lifetime, whole valleys have appeared where there used to be glaciers, arctic sea ice has halved and global sea level has risen by 10 cm. It is often hard for people to take in consequences of processes and actions because of their scales in time and space, but here, it is easy for any reader to put a ruler up to graphs of actual data to see how the planet has changed in their lifetime. I remember learning at primary school that 0.033% of air was this gas called CO 2 -now my children are learning for their exams that it is about 0.040%. The graphs presented by the book allow the reader to look back in time at how much change in global temperature resulted from such 'small' changes in CO 2 . Of course, a level as high as 4 ppm can't be found on any of the graphs of actual data; we are breaking new ground. Just 250 years ago our state of exploring our "fragile ball turning in the immensity of the universe" led the polar pioneer James Cook to declare that "no continent [referring to Antarctica] exists, unless it is…out of reach." From the discovery of the polar regions, The White Planet takes the reader on a breathtaking journey through what we have learnt from the vast archive of Earth's history that the ice spy has stored, and what this means for our future. As has concluded the UN, the authors make the case that "the destiny of polar regions is crucial for the planet," but I wonder how many readers of the "what we must do" and conclusions really think that action will even approach levels necessary. The authors admit doubt that, despite much data, models and political discussion, current action taken will be enough to prevent a global rise in temperature reaching or exceeding 2°C. I think most readers would guess that the authors are trying to keep an upbeat message while probably being fairly convinced that other priorities will occupy more of our policy-makers' time and effort. It is great to live in an era when we have pushed the boundaries of knowledge so far and when we understand so much about cause and effect, but our childrens' era will be one of learning how effective we can be at using that knowledge.
